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What the Documents Show

Examples of Monsanto Efforts to Influence Regulators
 Ghostwritten research papers that assert glyphosate safety for publication & regulatory review
 Provided alternative assessments for studies that Indicate harm; convinced regulators to discount
evidence of safety problems
 Developed network of European & U.S. scientists to push glyphosate safety message to regulators
and lawmakers while appearing to be independent of industry
 Utilized public relations teams to ghostwrite articles and blogs that are posted using names of
scientists who appear to be independent
 Formed front groups that work to discredit journalists and scientists who publicize safety concerns
 Provided EPA “talking points” to use if questioned by press about IARC classification

 Successfully pushed EPA to remove top independent epidemiologist from EPA SAP
 EnlistedEPA officials to block a 2015 Glyphosate Review by the U.S. Agency for Toxic Substances
and Disease Registry that Monsanto said would likely agree with IARC

Examples of
Monsanto
influence in key
papers cited by
EPA as informing
its glyphosate
cancer review
• Greim et al,
2015
EPA CARC Evaluation of the
Carcinogenic Potential of
Glyphosate, Final Report,
October 1, 2015, page 8

Monsanto's David
Saltmiras, in Aug. 4,
2015 internal report
states he: "ghost wrote
cancer review paper
Greim et al. (2015)”

Another
cited by EPA
in its review:
• Williams et
al, 2000

EPA CARC Evaluation of the
Carcinogenic Potential of
Glyphosate, Final Report,
October 1, 2015, page 8

Monsanto’s William Heydens in
February 2015 email: “An option
would be to add Greim and Kier
or Kirkland to have their names
on the publication, but we would
be keeping the cost down by us
doing the writing and they would
just edit & sign their names so to
speak. Recall that is how we
handled Williams Kroes & Munro,
2000.”

Monsanto’s Donna Farmer Drafts, Cuts and Pastes Paper Supporting
Glyphosate Safety Regarding Reproductive Outcomes

November 2010 email from
Monsanto Toxicologist Donna
Farmer

Reference
to
Monsanto
and its
scientist
deleted
from
published
version

Ghostwriting another “independent” review

Internal Monsanto emails show company scientists were heavily
involved in organizing, editing, drafting language for published
version
Sept. 2016 - Critical Reviews in
Toxicology “A review of
glyphosate carcinogenic
potential by four independent
expert panels….”

“Neither any Monsanto
company employees nor any
attorneys reviewed any of the
Expert Panel’s manuscripts
prior to submission to the
journal.”

1/6/2016 – Email from Heydens
(Monsanto) Regarding the Review:
“I had already written a draft Introduction
chapter back in October/November, but
I want to go back and re--read it to see if
it could benefit: from any ‘re-freshing’ .. I
will do that in the next few days. Then I
was thinking I would run it by you for your
comments/edits. And then comes the
question of who should be the ultimate
author ... you or Gary? I was thinking you
for the Introduction chapter and Gary for
the Summary chapter, but I am totally
open to your suggestions.”

“Manuscript to be initiated by
MON as ghost writers” … “this
would be more powerful if
authored by non-Monsanto
scientists (e.g., Kirkland, Kier,
Williams, Greim and maybe
Keith Solomon” - internal
Monsanto email May 11,2015

Judge in U.S. cancer
cases cites
“Monsanto drafting
reports for allegedly
independent
experts” & questions
how Monsanto can
say that is “irrelevant”
to the “question of
whether there’s
evidence that
glyphosate causes
non-Hodgkin’s
lymphoma.”

Another
noted by
EPA in its
review:
• Kier &
Kirkland
2013

EPA CARC Evaluation of the
Carcinogenic Potential of
Glyphosate, Final Report,
October 1, 2015, page 8

Monsanto’s Saltmiras July 2012 email:
“David Kirkland's expertise comes at a
premium… his efforts will be less than
10 days at £1,400/day… so we are
effectively doubling the cost of the
combined projects, but reaping
significant value/credibility from David
Kirkland's involvement. Given the
growing number of questionable
genotoxicity publications, in my mind
this is worth the addition cost. I have
subsequently coordinated an open
master contract between Monsanto and
David Kirkland (we may need his
services in the future)”

Monsanto’s money is well spent –
Kier & Kirkland paper concludes
“glyphosate and typical GBF’s do
not appear to present significant
genotoxic risk…”

MANY FORMS OF GHOST WRITING
Drafts, edits, and/or alters research papers
published without disclosure of Monsanto’s
involvement
Drafts and/or outlines articles and “policy
briefs” promoting product safety & Monsanto
strategies, arranges for friendly scientists to
publish under their names so they appear
independent

Edits, outlines presentations and
communications for academic professors to
deliver to regulators, lawmakers, other
audiences - without mention of Monsanto
involvement

Monsanto emails show concern BEFORE review about IARC connecting glyphosate to cancer
“What

we have long
been concerned
about has happened.
Glyphosate is on for
IARC review…”

“We have vulnerability in the
area of epidemiology …
exposure, genetox, and
mode of action…”

June 21, 2015 Monsanto
executive on fear of ATSDR
review: “We’re trying to do
everything we can to keep
from having a domestic
IARC occur w this group.”

June 24, 2015: A different
Monsanto executives says
they worry ATSDR is “VERY
conservative and IARC
like…”

Two-year study (1980-1982) of 400
mice submitted to EPA re: glyphosate.
Feb. 1984 - EPA toxicologist says study
indicates “glyphosate is oncogenic”
due to rare tumors seen in mice
dosed with glyphosate but not in
control group mice

Feb. 1986 EPA scientific advisory panel
examines Monsanto’s claims and says
findings of study are “equivocable.”
Recommends study be repeated.

Monsanto objects, arguing tumors are
not due to glyphosate

EPA asks Monsanto to repeat study,
Monsanto refuses. Discussions between
EPA & Monsanto drag on for years

Feb. 1985 Different EPA toxicology
expert says “prudent person would
reject the Monsanto assumption…
Glyphosate is suspect. Monsanto’s
argument is unacceptable.”

Nov. 1988 EPA toxicologist continue to
doubt validity of Monsanto position of no
harm but Monsanto continues to press
EPA on its position that tumors not dose
related to glyphosate

March 1985 EPA toxicology branch
classify glyphosate as “possibly
carcinogenic to humans”

June 1989 EPA drops request for repeat
of study

April 1985 Monsanto hires pathologist
to “persuade” EPA tumors not due to
glyphosate
Dec. 1985 EPA scientists still disagree
with Monsanto’s claims of no
glyphosate harm
Monsanto continues to press EPA

June 1991 EPA review committee
meeting decides there is a “lack of
convincing carcinogenicity evidence”
and classifies glyphosate Group E
“evidence of non-carcinogenicity for
humans”
Some members of EPA committee refuse
to sign, saying they do not concur.

EPA scientists saw
cancer concerns
before Monsanto
intervention

March 4, 1985 EPA Memo

False Fronts – Intentional Manipulation of Public Opinion
 Websites set up to promote
Monsanto agenda, appearing
to have independent content
 Nonprofits established to
promote “science” actually
designed as corporate PR
groups but without funding or
Monsanto involvement
 Social media manipulation: PR
experts working on behalf of
Monsanto seek bloggers to
post pro-industry articles that
appear to be independent on
consumer & health websites.
 Journalist manipulation
through groups set up as
“science media” centers who
push pro-Monsanto sources
and story ideas

“From my perspective the
problem is one of expert
engagement and that could
be solved by paying experts
to provide responses. The key
will be keeping Monsanto in
the background so as not to
harm the credibility of the
information.” Monsanto chief
of global scientific affairs Eric
Sachs in a November 2012
email to University of Illinois
Prof. Bruce Chassy.

MONSANTO HAS INFLUENCE OVER EUROPEAN REGULATORS
 German BfR prepares evaluation of glyphosate relying on industry’s Glyphosate Task Force
 EFSA follows BfR lead, basing a recommendation on glyphosate safety on copied and
pasted analyses from a Monsanto study.
 EFSA follows guidance of EPA official Jess Rowland in disregarding 2001 study showing link
between glyphosate exposure and mouse tumors. Rowland shown to have close ties to
Monsanto in documents and now part of OIG probe into agency collusion with company.
 Joint FAO/WHO Meeting on Pesticide Residues (JMPR) that disagreed with IARC included
several scientists who were members of, or worked for, chemical industry interests. An
institute co-run by the chairman of JMPR received a six-figure donation from Monsanto. Cochair was board member of same organization receiving Monsanto funds.

Regulatory Cut and Paste

https://www.ecowatch.com/eu-glyphosate-monsanto-2485590981.html

“I just wanted to express my
displeasure with the way my
testimony was given to the press and
then misrepresented, so stop with the
fake news.” – Dr. Charles William Jameson, member of
IARC working group on glyphosate, addressing Monsanto attorney
in deposition taken September 21, 2017.

Asking the obvious:
If what Monsanto says is true, that glyphosate is so very safe, and that there is no evidence it
causes cancer or other health problems:
• Why would the company need to ghostwrite research papers to present
to regulators?
• Why would Monsanto need to establish networks of scientists in
Europe and the United States to promote glyphosate safety?
• Why has Monsanto secretly recruited academics to promote glyphosate
safety without disclosing Monsanto backing?
• Why would the company need to bring in hired pathologists to reinterpret scientific studies that show dose-response tumors in lab
animals?
• Why would Monsanto work to kill a review of glyphosate by a key US
agency health agency?
• Why would Monsanto try to block a review of the EPA’s work on
glyphosate by independent scientific experts?

Working to improve our world by standing
up for transparency, accountability and
the integrity of science …
We stand up for the right to know what’s in our food, and what goes
on behind the scenes in political decisions about our food.
We investigate the risks associated with the corporate food system
and the food industry’s influence on public policy.

We promote the free market principle of transparency as crucial to
building a better, healthier food system

Pursuing Truth and Transparency in America’s Food System
https://usrtk.org/

GHOST WRITING
 Drafts, edits, and/or alters research
papers published without disclosure
of Monsanto’s involvement
 Drafts and/or outlines articles and
“policy briefs” promoting product
safety & Monsanto strategies,
arranges for friendly scientists to
publish under their names so they
appear independent
 Edits, outlines presentations and
communications for academic
professors to deliver to regulators,
lawmakers, other audiences without mention of Monsanto
involvement

“An option would be to add Greim and Kier or
Kirkland to have their names on the publication,
but we would be keeping the cost down by us
doing the writing and they would just edit & sign
their names so to speak. Recall that is how we
handled Williams Kroes & Munro, 2000.”
Monsanto scientist William Heydens, email Feb.
19, 2015

1985 - 2-Year Mouse Oncogenicity Study
Glyphosate is Oncogenic

April 3, 1985 EPA memo

Monsanto Predicts IARC Cancer Classification for Glyphosate

“We should
assume and
prepare for
the outcome
of a 2B rating
(possible
human
carcinogen);
a 2A rating
(probable
human
carcinogen)
is possible…”

Monsanto document titled “PREPAREDNESS AND ENGAGEMENT
PLAN FOR IARC CARCINOGEN RATING OF GLYPHOSATE”

Feb. 23, 2015
(month before
IARC decision)
Monsanto action
plan:
“Orchestrate
Outcry with IARC
Decision”

A FEW EXPERT VOICES ON GLYPHOSATE
Dr. Peter Infante, Retired U.S. govt. epidemiology expert: There is– “impressive

evidence” of ties between NHL and glyphosate, and glyphosate is a “likely” human
carcinogen. “There is clearly the evidence for the risk of non-Hodgkin lymphoma related
to glyphosate exposure. Is it conclusive? No, I don’t think so. But I think that EPA is
concluding that there is no evidence. And that’s exactly wrong.”

Brian G.M. Durie, MD Cedars-Sinai, Chairman
of the International Myeloma Foundation (IMF) &
the International Myeloma Working Group:
“I’m pretty convinced that glyphosate is
dangerous. I don’t have any doubts about that.”

Dr. Thierry Vrain, Canadian biologist and

genetic scientist: “Glyphosate… should be
extremely restricted. The stupidity of having it in
the crops is madness and the level of exposure to
people is unacceptable. The residues in the food
are probably responsible for a lot more damage
to humans than anything else.”

Dr. Lin Fritschi, epidemiologist, IARC

member & “distinguished professor” at Curtin
University in Australia: “We should all minimize
our use as much as possible. The people most
at risk are people who use glyphosate a lot,
such as farmers and gardeners, and they are
the ones who should try and reduce their use.”

Dr. Christopher Portier, former director
of the Environmental Toxicology Program at
the U.S. NIEHS: “This chemical is a probable
human carcinogen by any reasonable
definition.”

Monsanto Does Not Want to Draw Attention to the
NNG in its Products

MONGLY03549275 – May 9, 2014 Monsanto Email

2/9/2016 Email from Heydens
to Roberts re: Expert Summary
Manuscript

“I have gone
through the entire
document and
indicated what I
think should stay,
what can go, and
in a couple spots I
did a little editing.”
MONGLY01000676

David Saltmiras Boasts About
Ghostwriting

August, 2015 Monsanto Email MONGLY01723742

Monsanto Uses Political Influence to
Affect EPA
“I think we need to talk about a political level
EPA strategy and then try to build a consensus
plan w Michael on several fronts: crw3,
Dicamba, glyphosate, resistance mgt ... we're
not in good shape and we need to make
plan...”

“What we need to do is get some key
Democrats on the hill to start calling jim [EPA
official]. This helps in several ways: focuses on
gly and gets him to move; shoots across his bow
generally that he's being watched which is
needed on several fronts and finally sets the
stage for possible hearings”
“Spoke to EPA re gly: ...They feel they aligned
efsa onMONGLY03293245
phone call... Pushed
them to make sure
– Internal Monsanto Text Messages
atsdr is aligned, said they would.”

Monsanto Refuses to Test Glyphosate Formulations As
Recommended by Dr. Parry

“I will not support doing
any studies on glyphosate
formulations or other
surfactant ingredients at
this time with the limited
information we have on
the situation.”
MONGLY00877683
-Donna Farmer, August 3,
1999

Instead of Publicizing Dr. Parry Report, Monsanto Publishes

Ghostwritten Article

1988-1989 - EPA Asks Monsanto To Conduct Another
Mouse Study- Monsanto Refuses - EPA Backs Down

June 19, 1989 EPA memo.

1982 Rat Study- Statistically Significant Increases in lymphocytic
hyperplasia and testicular interstitial tumors

February 18, 1982 EPA memo

Dr. Parry Recommends Further Testing on Formulations and
To Determine Whether Humans Are Endangered

IF

MONGLY01314233

Aaron Blair Testified that the AHS
analysis was Incomplete and that it
Would be Irresponsible to Use the Data:

What is N-nitroglyphosate?

Internal Email September 2004

Wallace Hayes Contract With
Monsanto

MONGLY02185742 – September 7, 2012 consulting agreement.

March 2015 – World Health Organization’s cancer experts
classify glyphosate as a “probable human carcinogen”
The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC), said a review
of many scientific studies showed that glyphosate had a positive
association for non-Hodgkin lymphoma.( Rates of NHL have risen
sharply over the last several decades, making NHL the tenth most
common cancer worldwide, with nearly 386,000 new cases diagnosed
in 2012. The statistics show incidence rates highest in Northern America.)
IARC conclusions were based on “sufficient evidence of
carcinogenicity” seen in studies using experimental animals, and
evidence that glyphosate also “caused DNA and chromosomal
damage in human cells.” Research has indicated that heavy use of
Roundup could be linked to a range of health problems and diseases,
including Parkinson's, infertility, kidney disease and cancers.
http://www.iarc.fr/en/media-centre/iarcnews/pdf/MonographVolume112.pdf
http://www.mdpi.com/1099-4300/15/4/1416/htm

Ferlay J, Soerjomataram I, Ervik M, et al. GLOBOCAN 2012 v1.0, Cancer Incidence and Mortality Worldwide: IARC CancerBase No. 11 [Internet].
Lyon, France: International Agency for Research on Cancer; 2013.

